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Tax collection & FBR 
OVER the years, our taxation system and the Federal Board of Revenue have been a victim of 
impulsive and erratic governmentpolicies owing to which the level of tax gap and tax expenditure in 
our economy has increased manifold. 
 
Initiatives to reform Pakistan`s tax system have consumed a lot of time and dollars but we are still 
asking for more reforms. 
 
The word `reform` is used merely as a slogan to convince donors for more lending. 
 
Once the dollars are consumed, we abandon the agenda. The blame for these repeated failures is laid 
upon the FBR as a convenientscapegoat. 
 
We task the FBR with unachievable revenue targets and confuse it with ill-thoughtout policies, and 
when these inevitably fail the FBR is considered the culprit. 
 
An ideal tax system ensures just tax laws as well as their implementation. In our country, tax laws 
are partly responsible for high tax expenditure. On the other hand, weaknesses in tax implementation 
have widened the tax gap in the system. Both tax gap and tax expenditure contribute to our low tax-
to-GDP ratio. The tax gap basically originates from (1) non-compliance with tax law (2) 
underreporting taxable income, and (3) non-filing returns. 
 
Studies show that 80 per cent of the tax gap usually comes from taxpayers who underreportincome. 
 
Whatever reforms are undertaken, the bottom line will be the manner in which FBR executes it. It is 
time the government focused on the weaknesses in the FBR`s systems. 
 
The following measures if implemented will improve the tax system`s ef ficiency: 1) long-term 
vision to adopt consistent tax policies, 2) rationalisation of targets is crucial keeping in view 
institutional capacity and economic growth, Irrationally fixed revenue targets will only hamper 
development of tax culture. And 3) the tax base expansion must not be left merely to voluntary 
compliance. Last but not least ensure efficient use of legal action. There should be zero tolerance for 
tax evasion. This will need political will and the nation`s wholehearted support. 
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